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Abstract
The concept Monitorin applied to the Wind Energy technology is similar to the defínition used in other branches
of Science or Engineering, this is knowing valúes of variables which have to do with a mechanic system, in our case a
wind turbine.
These mentioned parameters may have different relationships to our wind turbine; some of them come from the
environment the machine is operating in, others, are a measure of how properly the machine is working, and finally,
the rest are an assessment of the "system's health" during its "life".
In this chapter we will answer questions such as: What do we need to measure? Why is Monitoring mandatory
(from the different points of view of people involved in this world)? How can we measure a wind turbine depending on
our objectives (Technics, tools, guidance, recommendations, etc.)? And finally What can we expect in the near future?
The author wants the reader to keep the idea in mind that Monitoring means the richest and most accurate
knowledge on wind turbine's operation (Its environment, performances or health). This is the first step that allows us to
optimize the operation mode of the machine and improve it (design, manufacturing, even the used modeling tools).
When there is so much money involved, this fact becomes a must.

"Algunos aspectos sobre monitorización de aerogeneradores. Consideraciones generales
y cargas en aerogeneradores de eje horizontal"
Cuerva, A.
78 págs., 51 figrs., 0 refs.

Resumen
El concepto Monitorización aplicado a la tecnología de la Energía Eólica es similar a la definición usada en
otras ramas de la Ciencia o la Ingeniería, esto es conocer valores de variables que tienen que ver con un sistema físico,
en nuestro caso un aerogenerador.
En este capítulo responderemos preguntas tales como: ¿Qué necesitamos medir? ¿Por qué es obligatorio
monitorizar (Desde los diferentes puntos de vista de la gente envuelta en este mundo)? ¿Cómo podemos mediar un
aerogenerador dependiendo de nuestros objetivos (Técnicas, herramientas, guías, recomendaciones, etc.)? Y finalmente ¿Qué podemos esperar en el futuro inmediato?.
El autor quiere que el lector mantenga en su mente la idea de que monitorizar significa el conocimiento más rico
y preciso de la operación de la máquina (Su ambiente, actuaciones o estado de salud). Este es el primer paso que nos
permite optimar el modo de operación de la máquina y mejorarlo (diseño, fabricación, incluso las herramientas de
modelado usadas). Cuando hay tanto dinero envuelto este hecho se vuelve imprescindible.
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0. Introduction.
The concept Monitoring applied to the Wind Energy technology is similar
to the definition used in other branches of Science or Engineering, this is
knowing valúes of variables which have to do with a mechanic system, in our
case a wind turbine.
These mentioned parameters may have different relationships to our wind
turbine; some of them come from the environment the machine is operating in,
others, are a measure of how properly the machine is working, and finally, the
rest are an assessment of the "system's health" during its "life".
In this chapter we will answer questions such as: What do we need to
measure? Why ¡s Monitoring mandatory (from the different points of view of
people involved in this world)? How can we measure a wind turbine depending
on our objectives (Technics, tools, guidance, recommendations, etc.)? And finally
What can we expect in the near future?.
The author wants the reader to keep the idea in mind that Monitoring
means the richest and most accurate knowledge on wind turbine's operation (Its
environment, performances or health). This ¡s the first step that allows us to
optimize the operation mode of the machine and improve it (design,
manufacturing, even the used modeling tools). When there is so much money
involved, this fact becomes a must.

Figure 1. The role of monitoring

Monitoring saves the gap between models and the real world

Page 1.
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1. Interest of Monitoring.
Some key aspects related to monitoring have been mentioned, but there
are many points of view to look at this task from. Therefore, depending on our
role within the wind energy world (Machine itself, Designers-modelersmanufactures, grid managers, investors, researchers or authorities), we can be
interested in different sets of variables within the whole group we are able to
measure, Of course these points of view present overlaps in many cases, which
is necessary. They are now presented.

1.1. "Point of view" of machine iíself (Control system).
The machine features a control system which automatically fits the
operation condition to the very best mode. To do that the control, which usually is
a microprocessor with a software, needs to know several variables to be included
as inputs in its strategy. These parameters take environmental (outer) and inner
conditions from the machine into account.

Figure 2. Control of a machine.

Control system allows the machine to use inner and outer inputs to fit the very best behavior.
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1.2. Point of view of designers-modelers-manufacturers.
After modeling and manufacturing phases, designers and manufacturers
need to experimentally know ¡f all the variables related to the wind turbine
behave as they were thought during design phase. Therefore aspects as
dynamic response, production and its quality as well as all the remain operation
parameters need to be assessed. Many adjustments must be experimentally
done during the initial period of operation, since they are very difficult to be
theoretically dealt with (Le. some control strategies, connection, braking process
etc.). The way modelers and manufacturers do these task must be strongly in
agreement with the existing guidance or research centres' recommendations.

1.3. Point of view of owners, and grid managers.
The operators of the wind turbine or the wind farms are normally
interested in general variables such as the ones related to production and its
quality.
Owners and grid managers usually want this information as certificates
emitted by independent centres following existing and accepted procedures.

1.4. Point of view of investors
Investors constitute the end of the chain of people interested in the
response of machine. Investors risk money so they are normally interested in
production (therefore money). It is an usual practice to demand the assessment
of this output as a certifícate emitted by an independent centre.

1.5. Point of view of researchers.
Researchers are interested in testing as many as possible variables from
the environment and wind turbine. It must be taken into account that this group
within the wind energy world is responsible of opening new conceptual and
practical ways up, upon design or manufacturing. Also it feeds guidelines and
standards with new recommendations and continuous reviews. Thus they need
to experimentally know, as accurately as possible, the system called
environment-wind turbine.
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1.6. Authorities.
As this world grows authorities are more and more interested in checking
certain aspects of the wind turbine operation which can only be verified by field
testing (i.e. noise level of certain safety requirements).

1.7. Different types of monitoring
The following classification responds to the current criteria.

1.7.1. Control oriented monitoring.
Is the data acquisition oriented to provide the machine control with the
proper inputs (Wind characteristics, power output, vibrations, temperatures,
pressures shaft speeds etc.). More are more variables are being considered by
control system, even strain field of different components is likely to be processed
in the near future.

1.7.2. Prototype assessment.
In this case, monitoring usually follows the indications contained in the
existent guidelines. Several cases to be considered are mentioned in the
bibliography. Some special test may require a specific development.

1.7.3. Research monitoring.
Monitoring for research are usually not subject to established indications.
Of course existent recommendation related to equipment performances of
practical procedures can be observed.
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1.8. Existent guidelines.
People who are interested in carry monitoring tasks out, can take
advantage a number of documents containing several recommendations upon
very best procedures to measure variables from wind turbines.
Research centres developed different technical methods which feeded
the recommendations edited by IEA (International Energy Agency) that enclosed
the main aspects on wind turbines testing and assessment.
IEC (International Electrotechnical Committee) has continued with lEA's
tasks using the existing information and new jobs from international work-groups
organized by a technical committee TC-88 which includes the áreas:
®
©
®
®
®
<>
®
®
®
®
9

Safety Philosophy.
Structural Integrity.
Installation, Maintenance and Operation.
Small wind turbines.
Noise measurement.
Power performance assessment.
Electric system.
Blade test.
Certification procedures.
Energy's quality.
Loads.

The objective of these works has been the development of the first
International regulations, entitled STANDARD IEC/1400-1 WIND TURBINES.
Information from these standards can be found in its several documents:
There are other groups working within European Projects to develop
technical reports to be used for the elaboration of the future European Norms.
These projects are mainly: JOULE II-EWTS (already finished) and JOULE-lllEWTS-ll, (European Wind Turbine Standards. (First and second edition)) which
are focusing their efforts on:
»
o
a
o
o
e
»
o
o

Wind speed measurements and site calibration.
Load spectra for wind turbine design.
Assessment of wind turbine safety.
Calibration of safety factors.
Electric power quality measurement procedure.
Blades.
Load spectra in extreme conditions.
Loads.
Power performance in complex terrain.
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® MEASNET. Network of Recognized Measuring Institutes.
The last point constitutes one of the most important task. It will have, as a
result, the recognition between a number of European Centres of their respective
measurement procedure quality. This group will check the possibility of
participation of new groups in the Network.
Other groups, within international projects' frameworks, are developing
valuable information upon:
® Power Performance Assessment. (JOULE-lll).
e Development of European wind turbine testing procedure. (SMT)
Information released by the previously mentioned groups should be the
first step to get the proper conditions to carry out monitoring task upon wind
turbines.

Figure 3. Guidelines

RESEARCH CENTRES AND CERTIFICARON ENTiTiES

GUIDELINES

GÚIDEUNES

GUIDELINES

PROTOTYPE ASSESSMENT MONITORING

CONTROL ORIENTED MONITORING

RESEARCH MONITORING

USER
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1.9. General branches of monitoring.
One can be ¡nterested in:
e LOADS.
o POWER PERFORMANCE.
« QUALITY OF ENERGY.
e NOISE.
• DAMAGE (SAFETY).
• MODEL VERIFICATiON.

Each of these aspects ¡s justified. Load monitoring ¡s needed since a
accurate'knowledge on how materials are behaving is mandatory. Power
performance of a machine constitutes the mean economic parameter of the
machine. Similar comments can be made upon quality of energy that must be
determined since a bad condition of the electric energy supplied to the grid may
damage it. The current commitment to the environment is making people to
focus their efforts in reducing the probiem of noise which ¡s one of the negative
aspects of wind turbine deployment that has to be minimized. Safety assessment
is mandatory since is the way to guarantee the life of the machine as well as the
absence of danger for people and equipment during wind turbines operation.

1.9.1. Relation with models.
The relation between field test and models is a double way one. The main
aspects of ¡t consist in a model verification and a very best test pattern design.
Model verification ¡s useful since it allows to detect and correct problems
of model and computer codes as well as to include new parameter that were not
previously considered but that have an important influence, taking monitoring
results into account.
Test design can be checked by using models. One example is the
determination of the strain gauge location for load monitoring. In this case FEM
models allow us to know the very best test spot.
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2. Description of the "wind íurbine-environment"
system.
The system under test ¡s composed by the wind turbine and the
environment or surroundings in which it is working. Both of them must be
completely and accurately described, in order to have proper ¡nformation, This is
highiy useful when deciding very ¡mportant practical aspects upon our monitoring
equipment as well as measurement and data analysis procedures. Also, this
information could be valuable to explain several phenomena which are not easily
explainable without a deep knowledge of all the conditions of the test.

2.1. Data from íhe machine.
All the characteristics from the machine have to be included, general
descriptions and draws, detailed plans and photographs of specific locations for
instrumentation, material data and all the information which allows us to define
and design, down to the last detail, our measurement and analysis system.
In order to enumérate the design variables which include the previous
information, the following list is enclosed as an example. Of course it must be
modified depending on the specific test to be carried out, trying to follow the
philosophy behind the first paragraph of this point.
Some visits of staff from the measurement group are highiy
recommended, aimed to personally look over the written information and realize
aspects of the machine which are difficulty detectable without direct observation.

Table 1. Characteristics ofwind turbine.
Rated valúes.

Geometric
data
distribution.

Materials.

and

RATED POWER.
RATED WIND SPEED (Corresponding to rated power).
RATED ELECTRIC VALÚES.
OTHERS.
mass BLADES (Aerodynamic data as well).
TOWER
HUB
DRIVETRAIN.
NACELLE
OTHER COMPONENTS.
BLADES
TOWER
HUB
DRIVETRAIN.
NACELLE
OTHER COMPONENTS.
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ELECTRIC SYSTEM.
WATER PUMP.
INERTIALWHEELS.
OTHERS.
GEAR BOX.
ELECTRIC GENERATOR.
Synchronous or asynohronous.
Number of phases
Number of poles.
Rated voltage.
Rated rotational speed.
Rated frequency
Etc.
OTHERS.
STRATEGY.

Table 2. Characteristics of the surroundings.
Topographic data.
Neighboring wind turbines.
Other obstacles.
General wind conditions.
Transformers and grid characteristics.

Digitized
topography
recommended.

is

highly

Statistics of wind speed and wind direction.
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3. Tools in our hands (Software and Hardware).
Commonly to any field-test disciplines we have to develop a measure
chain which allows us to obtain the required data. The following picture shows an
usual measure chain diagram with all main components.

Figure 4. Measurement chain
Protective devices
Transducers/sensors

\ \

Processing and anaiysis

Signa! conditioning

Recording

DIFFERENT USAGE

Communicalion line

The figure shows a typical pattern of a measurement chain. Aii of its components must be carefully
treated to reach the main objective: good quality of measurements.

There are many ways to physically build the previously described
measurement chain. Their components can be developed and jointed following
different philosophies depending on the requirements.
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3.1. Transducers/sensors.
Sensors are determined by the variable we want to measure as well as by
environmental conditions in which they will work. This issue is more deeply
treated in other part of this work.

3.2. Signal conditioning.
Acquisition cards of recording devices usually admit variables such as
current intensity or voltage level (It is a highiy extended procedure in monitoring
technics)..therefore a subsystem that transforms measures as acquired by the
sensors into these electric variables is necessary. Of course these acquisition
systems finally record the information as binary numbers.
The signáis generated by sensors can be digital, frequency, optic, analog
ones (resistance variation, voltage level, current intensity) etc. Therefore, the
conditioning system has to be able to convert these different signáis into storable
ones. It must make sure that all valúes are within the ranges admitted by the
recording device as well.
Some filtering phase could be necessary. This task is commonly
completed during the recording and processing phase.
Figure 5. Conditioning system.

Conditioning system
.... ílíi

Acquisition card

Signáis from sensors

11 1 I i 1 1 flTI |=CL/

'''M
Signáis to recording device.

001001
Ji01010f
,11101011
J00101001
,100001001'
J010010100C
Conditioning of signáis is one of the key points of measurement procedures. Although rest of the
measure chain is perfect a bad choice at this phase may provoke the bad quality of data or even damage for
the other devices.
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3.2.1. Analog-digital conversión and Sampling rate.
Several supports (kind of signáis) are known for measure generation or
transmission. Whatever the kind of signal is, one has to know that the system
finally will record each measure as a digital number in memory. Majority of
signáis are analog ones, therefore they need to be converted into digital valúes.
This phase is commonly done by the acquisition card of the memory system.
(loggeror computer).
The process of analog-digital conversión is quite well known but the
philosophy behind it, is showed. Some considerations must be cared to properly
do this task.
L'et's consider and analog signal, x(t) (figure 6a), that could be, for
instance, a voltage level from a sensor, already conditioned to be properly
recorded by the memory system.
The first step of the analog-digital conversión begins by deciding the
number of times per second one wants the system to read the signal. This
magnitude ¡s the so called sampling rate which is a variable to be fixed taking
several considerations into account.
Let's imagine that 10 measures are done during the represented period of
time, this is, if it was 1 second, the sampling rate would be 10 Hz. Thus our
system will experience the valúes represented by points in the figure 6b, these
valúes built the function x(nT), where n is a natural number (number of sample,
and T is the time between two consecutive samples) figure 6c.
Therefore, this process has reduced the size of information to be
recorded up to 10 valúes. Now it is time to undertake the conversión into binary
numbers. The objective of the procedure is to have information of the real signai
with enough quality with as less as possible memory consumption (and binary
mode storable). To do that, one has to consider a number of levéis (binary levéis
in figure 6d) which depends on the converter. A analog-digital converter does not
allow to keep a continuos range of valúes but only discrete ones. For example a
converter of 8 bits only permits to keep numbers of 8 bits, for example 01001101
and is quite well know there are 256 numbers of this kind.

N, = 2"
Where:
Ni: Is the number of levéis of the converter,
n: Is the converter's number of Bits.
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Taking that into account the converter adapts the discrete real valúes to
its own digital levéis (to the nearest to the real discrete one, figure 6e) as binary
numbers so that the conversión process is finalized (figures 6d and 7).
The following example shows the process for the mentioned signal ,
acquired during 1 second, with a 10 Hz sampling rate, using a 3 Bits converter,
therefore 23 binary levéis are available.

Figure 6. A/D conversión procedure.

mV

mV

'

j

.

Ó

Time

Figure 6a. Real time signal

mV

i i vFigure 6c. Discrete signal

111
110
101

•

B

Time

Ó

.

|

Figure 6b. Discretization/sampling

fime

Figure 6d. Signal digitalization

Time

Figure 6f. Digital signal

Time

111
110
101
100

—•—•"

100
011
010
001
000

111
110
101
100
011
010
001
000

.J

011
-•—&

010
001

Figure 6e. Digital valúes

000
Time
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Figure 7. Result of A/D process.
mV

Comparison between signáis

001"
100
010
111

Time
A/D conversión transforms an analog input into a finite number of binary valúes. It ¡s a memory
effective process and allows computers to record information but care must be paid to the loss of accuracy.
Analog-digital conversión is a key point ¡n present acquisition procedure. It is one of the steps which determines
the quality of the recorded valúes.

Of course the digital signal is an approximation of the real one. This can
be as accurate as we like by increasing the sampling rate and the number of bits
ot the converter. This solution means more money and may lead to equipment
limitations.
There are some consideraron to be considered to reach an adequate
12
solution but 12 Bits converter are commonly used so 2 binary levéis can be
used.

3.2.2. Sampling theorem, Aliasing effect and filtering.
It has been stated that the sampling rate has an strong influence in how
accurate the digital approximation is. One criterion to choose this parameter
comes from the phenomenon to be measured.
One must note that the known function is always x(nT), recorded as
digital valúes. Therefore we must make sure that our approximation represents
accurately enough the real signal.
When we have a signal changing along time x(t), one can consider it as a
sum of infinite number of harmonic functions with infinite number of different
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frequencies. Its discrete representation x(nT) has a representaron by harmonic
functions too. Each of their harmonic functions has an specific weight and all of
them are represented by the frequency spectrum of the functions. These
relations are following shown.

x(n-T)=>XDU(O)
The mathematical method to transform ones into others and viceversa
are quite well described in signal treatment and mathematical bibliography.
To do that we must consider the relation between the frequency spectra
of both signáis x(t) and x(nT). This is easily obtained by applying Fourier
Transformations Theory for discrete time series.

Time T was previously defined as the period between two consecutive
samples, henee the relation with sampling rate is:

The parameter "sampling frequency" (angular frequency) ¡s more
interesting:

2/r
CO <- — ——• (rad/seg)

T

Taking this into account the relation between frequency spectra resuits:

-
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Do not panic! the explanation behind this is easier than the mathematics.

We can now imagine that our time series has a representation in
frequency domain as follows.

Figure 8. Spectrum of a continuous signal..

IXc(jo)l
1

The previous figure represents the weight of the different harmonic
components of x(t) as a function of each own frequency. (x(t) frequency
spectrum).
If we now represent the frequency spectrum for the sampled function
x(nT) using the relation between spectra for three relationships between cos and
coc which is the highest frequency contained in the signal x(t). In general, a real
time signal needs infinite and continuous number of harmonios to be described
(weFT). If this is the case, coc must be considered as the highest significant
frequency of the signal.
Figure 9. Spectrum of a discrete signal

CÚC<CÚC/2

1 / T " IXD(jco)l
-1/2CÜS

-3/2ws/

-cas

\

jüc

^-—^

:

1/2o>s

4
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Figure 10. Spectrum of a d¡serete signal coc=coc/2

•

1/T

-CUS

lXD(jw)!

;

~mc

Wc

1/2ü)

-1/2cús

s

Figure 11. Spectrum of a discrete signal a>c>coc/2

H

ÍXD(JCÜ)!

1/T

-1/2«os
- U S -ÜJc

1/2cos
COc CUS

A wrong choice of sampling frequency may lead to Aliasing problems so that we can be wrongly
describing the actual signal (loosing information) without any knowledge.

One can realize, by observing this figures that COC=COD/2 is the limit case to
have a proper discrete approximation of the real signal (Good treatment of
complete frequency range of real signal). If we choose a sampling frequency
lesser that two times the highest frequency (or highest significant) of the real
function we will not have a realistic discrete representation of our time series.
Therefore the following analysis will not be proper. This effect is called Aliasing
and all the previous considerations Sampling Theorem.
The real signal must be passing through an analog low pass filter with
cut-off coc/2 to avoid these effeets.
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This phenomenon is considered in commercial equipment and the
inclusión of anti-Aliasing filters is almost a standard.
Filtering ¡s also a very important task, within the conditioning phase. It can
be supposed signáis are affected by outer noises generated by interference. if
one a priori knows one noise is occurring, a filter can be attached to the
conditioning system. A filtering process can be apply during analysis phase to
remove wrong frequencies as well.

3.3. Recording, processing, analysis and monitoring task
control.
Many point of view exist to deal with this phase of the monitoring chain.
The procedure to be used during it, also depends on several aspects which have
been tried to be reduced down.

3.3.1. Amount of data and memory requiremenís.
The size of the data files can vary depending on the characteristics of the
test itself. It ranges, for example, from 60 Kbytes for a 24 hour file, containing 25
channels 10 minutes statistics (floating points) to 172.8 Mbytes for a typical 24
hours, 25 Hz sampled data file. (i.e. Load research monitoring).
The formulae to calcúlate this kind of estimations is:

Where:

M: Is necessary memory in Mbytes.
K: Is 1 if the storage is normal or 4 if one uses floating point numbers.
Sr: Is the sampling rate or number or samples per second. (Hz).
Tt: Is the total duration of the test ¡n seconds.
Nc: Is the total number of channel to be recorded.
Nv/V: Is the number of valúes per channel we want to record.
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Table 3. Memory requirements in two cases.

K

sr

T,
Nc
Nv/v

M

Example 1
4
0.00166 H z n
86400 s
25
4r)
=0.06 Mb

Example 2
4
25 Hz
86400 s
20
1
=173 Mb

1

' This ¡s not the real sampling rate but the number of statistics valúes recorded per second of each
channel. (For example in case of power assessment, the sampling rate is 1 Hz but each ten minutes these data
are reduced down to four statistics valúes (mean, max., min. and Std) therefore, the effective sampling rate
from the memory capacity point of view is 0.00166 Hz.
(••)

Four statistic valúes are recorded per each channel each ten minutes in this case.

One can consider several possibilities.

3.3.1.1. Little amount of data.
When the data file one wants to record is little (< 1Mb) many memory
supports can be used. For instance, many stand alone systems (Following
commented) feature RAM memories over this order of magnitude. Also Floppy
disks or direct recording in Hard disk (Laptop computers or PC).

3.3.1.2. Modérate amount of data.
When files grow, (<1Gb) stand alone systems disappear as a solution,
and the same occurs with Floppy disks (even when they are compressed). Hard
disks (Laptop computers or PC) seem to be the solution.

3.3.1.3. Large/unlimited amount of data.
For large files (>1Gb) using DAT systems or CD-ROM systems is the
solution. DAT's memory capacity is 4 Gb (Largest model) and 680 Mb for CDROM (Although, a new CD-ROM design that would allow 17 or 100 Gb storage
capacity is nowadays being developed). Therefore, whether our forecast on
memory requirements exceeds these magnitudes we will be forced to planning a
systematic procedure of DATs or CDs changing.
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Figure 12. Memory options.

Several Kb of data

Several Mb of data

Few Gb of data

Several Gb of data

These are commonly used devices. Of course new memory supports are continuously appearing, for
exampie removable hard disk which provides limitless memory capacity. This option is speciaiiy indicated to be
applied to processed and analyzed data, since ¡s much more expensive than the previously described massive
supports.

As ¡t can be supposed this classification allows to consider certain
overlaps which should be solved by taking particular considerations into
account. One can think of other memory systems but the extensively used ones
have been included.
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3.3.2. Processing and monitoring control actions.
One can think of a processing task for data before analysis phase. Some
acquisition loggers (stand alone devices or not) features certain processing
capacity such as statistics calculations for instance. Some ¡nstruments allow one
to equip them with processing peripherai accessories which, even, can provide
us with the final data or results. Although these previous options are used, the
most extended procedure is computer based. Therefore, processing tasks such
as pre-calculations or files classifications by certain parameters are commonly
carried out by a computer (Laptop or PC).

Figure 13. Computer based processed and recording procedure.

processed data to be stored
Conditioning

data to be processed

The most extended options to carry processing data out are computer based ones. They require the
use of computers (Hard disk, DAT CD-ROM etc.) as processing and recording devices. (Le. Garrald Hassan
equipment).
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Figure 14. Sonic anemometers.

•^

Many instruments (sensors) are equipped with data-loggers, with processing and, even, analysis
capability, therefore they can themselves do tasks such as statistics or even more sophisticated calculations. In
the graph a sonic anemometer from the British firm Gilí ¡s shown as well as some options from the Japanese
firm Kaijo. These sensors can feature peripheral options which make them able to calcúlate parameters such
as turbulence intensity.

There are several parameters to set or check. Some variables are to be
fixed previously to the beginning of the test, calibrations, offsets, trigger options
or acquisition modes, for instance. Some others can be changed during the test
(trigger conditions or duration of the campaigns variables to be recorded) as well.
Certain equipment include devices to do these functions, but normally they
include software to carry them out by using a computer so that we are allowed to
keep campaign's configuration or set-offs in memory.
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Figure 15. Laptop controlled system.

So-Mat system (Load acquisition mainly targeted) can opérate ¡n stand-alone mode or not but ¡t is
configurable by ¡ts own software by using a computer.

3.4. Protective devices.
Monitoring equipment ¡s, by definition, fragüe in many aspects. It operates
in highly harmful environment (lightning, rain, electromagnetic interference etc.).
Therefore, all the chain must be protected against all these dangers in order to
preserve the quality of the data and systems integrity.

3.4.1. Atmospheric conditions.
About atmospheric conditions, one must take into account that the
equipment has to be able to resist extremely hot and cold temperature, even ice,
sea ambient (salty air) corrosive fluids (lubricants and others). Thought the
protective device level depends on the specific place, IP 65 or even IP 67 are
recommended.
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3.4.2. Electromagnetic interference.
Devices as well as cabling must be equipped against this kind of
phenomena which usually come from outer effects such as interference from
static charge generated in rotating composite made parts such as blades.

3.4.3. Grid overloads and lightning.
Grid overload can be a problem for the wind turbine as well as for the
acquisition system so that one has to plan the necessary electric protective
devices.
Protection against lightening is hardly difficult to be safely implemented.
Anyway this phenomenon ¡s unlikely to occur, thought when it happens, will be
probably fatal for the acquisition system.

3.5. Communication lines.
We define communication line as the physic media through which signáis
are transmitted between the previously described subsystem. Many aspects
have to be considered when choosing the very best way to undertake this task
and it is not often easily solved.

3.5.1. Communication between sensors and conditioning/recording
systems.
The main difficulty one has to consider is that several measures have to
be acquired from mobile parts (rotating ones, i.e. blades) of the structure.
Therefore we will need to transmit this information into fixed parts. There are
many solutions which are following presented. Different kind of problems have to
do with interference and its own noise.
Three main ways to carry out these transmissions exist. Sliprings,
Telemetry systems and finally the Stand alone systems.

The 3 previously described schemes are following described.
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3.5.1.1. Slipring systems.
Slipring system basically consist in a device with two parts, one of them is
fixed to the rotating part of the structure (low speed shaft), whereas the other one
is attached to the fixed one. There are many configuraron and two of them are
following showed.

Figure 16. Slipring radial configuration.
SNp ring

Jointed to the rotating part of the structure
Low speed shaft
Jointed to the fixed part of the structure
i Brushes
Available signal in fixed part
or signal to sensors

Available signáis ¡n fixed part
or signal to sensors

Signal from/to sensor in rotating element
Brushes
Fixed device

Figure 17. Slipring axial configuration.
Available signal in fixed part
or signal to the sensor
Brushes
Jointed to the fixed part of the structure

Fixed to the rotating part of the structure

Signal from/to sensor ¡n rotating element
Low speed shaft
Sliprings are one of the two most extended configurations for data transmission between parts with
relative rotating movement. In wind turbine's applications they are usually installed in low speed shaft. It needs
a special care during its design phase. The usage of commercial solutions requires, in general complicated
hardware interfaces.
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Whatever the pattern one uses, it must be considered that contacts
between parts with relative movement exist. This contact is used to transmit the
signáis (measurements, power supply or synchronism). Therefore, loss of
measurement quality (mainly noise addition) may occurs. This system is not in
general affected by electromagnetic interference and the noise frequencies can
be theoretically detected by implementing an study in the frequency domain.
Since mobile parts exists, for example brushes, wear becomes a problem,
for instance, these pieces are to be periodically replaced. This system ¡s highly
place consuming as well, and it has to be instalied in a very narrow location, so
that care must be paid in the design. In general standard equipment are not of
utility, since commercial slipring are developed for small applications (end of little
shafts). These commercial slipring are made from noble metáis (gold, silver)
which have a very good noise response. The usage of these metáis for large
slipring may result very expensive. The best solution would be to design a
hardware ¡nterface to make usable commercial options.

Figure 18. Real slipring system.

//>'••

« • " .

Commercial siipring

The figure shows a slipring configuration (tailored one) being tested in lab with a SoMat acquisition
equipment.
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3.5.1.2. Telemetry systems.
Telemetry systems can be used to avoid noise generated by contacts.
One of this system basically consists in a group emitter-receiver. Communication
takes place by using two (or more) antennas, one of them located on the rotating
part and the other on the fixed part.

Figure 19. Telemetry based configuration.

Antenna Jointed to the rotating part
Available signal in fixed part signal to the sensor

Signáis from/to sensor in rotating element

Antenna fixed to the rotating part

The use of telemetry system for signal transmission are strongly conditioned to the electromagnetic
environment these devices are going to opérate.

This system avoids the noise induction due to contacts in
communication of measure and synchronism signáis, but does not permit
transmission of power supply, so that, whether the telemetry system is
supplied by itself, the use of slipring for feeding the "rotating part" of
equipment is necessary.

the
the
not
the

Configurations may vary, being usual finding two or more antennas in
each part aimed to avoid electromagnetic shadows, for example.
The system is highly sensible to interference, presenting many problems
when one wants to install it in a región with a dense traffic of electromagnetic
Communications. Trying to solve this kind of problems, manufactures supply
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equipment options specially designed to opérate in this environment, but, anyway
problems exist and experience has the last word.
The following table is enclosed to allow one to compare between
transmission systems.

Table 4. Comparison between transmission systems.

DATA
TRANSMISSION

MULTI
CHANNEL

SYSTEM
SUPRÍNGS

I

COVERED
QPEH

RADIAL &
AXIAL

ONE-PÍECE
OIVIDED

FM

INDUCTIVE

PCM
CAPACITIVE

FM
PCM

INFRA-RED
RADIO

FM

LINK

PCM

0
1
2
3
4

Not applicable
Poor
fair
good
excellent

H
L
M

3
2
1
3
4
3
4
3
3
4

SUITABLE
|
DIRECT SIGNAL
POWER
TRANSMISSION
ANALOGUE
DIGITAL
TRANSMISSION
RELIABILITY

3
3
2

2°
0
2{l
0
0
2u
0

3
3
2
3
4
3
3
3
3
3

•

4

3
2
3
3
1
1
0
0
0

3
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

SIGNAL

RELATIVE

INTEGRITY

COST

3
2
1
3
4
3
4
4
3
4

M
L
M
M
H
M
H
M
M
H

High
Low
Médium

' ' Involves anaiogue conversión from U into F and viceversa.

3.5.1.3. Stand-alone systems. (Data recording in rotating part).
Some reasons may provoke the usage of an stand-alone system
(meaning recording devices which are installed in the rotating part, so that
transmission over sliprings or telemetry is not necessary). Sometimes the
characteristics of the test (Time or amount of data) does no make necessary the
deployment of a computer based system or sometimes, the bad quality of the
environment (Interference) torces us to reduce as much as possible the amount
of valuable signáis between mobile and fixed elements (As it is following realized
it is always a critic work to be properly done) aimed to keep their quality by
avoiding signal damages such as noises. This extreme solution implies the use
of these stand-alone systems which feature signal conditioning and recording
capability. These kind of gadgets can be supplied of power by themselves by
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using batteries. Other options may consist ¡n allowing the system to be feeded or
synchronized using signáis transmitted by sliprings.
This method avoids any probiem related to noise from interference due to
data transmissions since all the equipment is attached to the rotating part of the
wind turbine.
The problems are in this case, place to install, time, memory limitation
and difficulties to handle.

3.5.2. Long distance cables.
When one needs to transmit data signal over long distance by using a
cable, some problems can occur, some of them related to decay of level (decay
of voltage levéis) and others due to noise addition.
Analog signáis such as current intensity or voltage level are, in general,
the most sensitive to these effects. The preventive actions depends on the
environment.

Current intensity.
It is not affected by decay of level due to distance.
It is less sensitive to electromagnetic interference.

Voitage level:
It is affected by distance of conductors (Level decrease
with the distance) and noises introduced by sliprings.
It is sensitive to electromagnetic interference.

Aimed to avoid these effects one can take advantage the fact that signal
usually needs to be digitized.
Digital signáis are much less sensitive to the mentioned phenomena than
analog ones. Therefore if A/D conversión is early made, we will be able to
transmit signal in the best way. This occurs when these signáis are transferred
over fiber optic, since this method is almost not sensitive to electromagnetic
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interference and even is a safe system to reduce the damage by lightning to a
small part of the measure chain.

3.5.2.1. Cabling.
This is one of the most important work to reach suitable quality of data.
Cables must feature the adequate isolation characteristics (Low noise for
¡nstance). Welding task must be properly done.

3.5.3. Communication
control units.

with

processing/analysis/monitoring

task

This task used to take part ¡n the test place so people needed to move to
the wind turbine location to do whatever the work. The ¡mprovement of remote
communication, nowadays allows one to undertake almost all the works by
remote way. Thus modems or highways of information permit us to communicate
with our acquisition system and carry out tasks such us campaign launching,
triggering, data back-up, set-off changing, and several other functions related to
monitoring.
Remote monitoring at least needs two computers and a communication
way (Le. phone line). The main computer allows one to do almost all monitoring
tasks but measuring (field tasks can be reduced to sensor ones) although, there
are different levéis. A good quality of transmission line is required, being digital
ones the very best option. Care must be paid to electromagnetic interference.

3.6. Some implemenied patterns.
Market offers different altematives to carry test and analysis campaigns
out.
Some firms have launched Hardware and Software products, specifically
focused on data acquisition and pre-analysis for wind turbine field testing. This
equipment is configurable to carry out (i.e. by programming trigger conditions or
campaings duration) almost tailored tools applications. Some of these products
can even be handled by modem, allowing one to initialize an experiment or
recover data in the cheapest way.
Although these tools are very valuable, they present the disadvantage of
high prizes, in general, and not complete adaptability to our purpose, sometimes
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due to the fact that our measurement campaigns does not need so sophisticated
programs or we need a specific acquisition procedure and analysis that is not
available in any commercially developed software.
At these point ¡s where visual languages with virtual instrumentation
capability appear as a valuable altemative. Therefore many people involved in
acquisition tasks are currently developing their monitoring and analysis tools by
using these virtual instrumentation. These codes basically make one able to
transform a computer into a specific virtual instrument to automatically undertake
whatever the measure or analysis task you need: Acquíring, processing,
analyzing and recording raw and pre-processed data and results.
In order to ¡Ilústrate previous considerations some real configurations are
following showed. They are being used by European research centres.

Figure 20. Actual slipring based system
SLIPRING

tff

Comms

1
Input Channels

Comms
Input Channels

Comms
1 NACELLE i P o w e r
Juntion Box ;Comms
Input Channels

Power
HUB

NACELLE
Comms
Input Channels
Power

Comms
MONITORING PC.

Comms
Comms
MET. MAST
Juntion Box

Comms and Power
;Phone Line

Garrad-Hassan's philosophy. Signal from rotating parts are transmitted over sliprings. This system ¡s
based ¡n Data Acquisition Units or DAUs which are able to receive 8 channeis. The whole equipment can
feature several DAUs. The system uses remote communication to control the monitoring and data analysis.
Storage is made by using several supports as CDs, DATs or Hard Disk. The product is supplied with a software
package which allows the user to define campaigns, (i.e. trigger conditions or variables to be recorded).
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Figure 21. Actual telemetry based system
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Acra Control Limited' based system. In this case measurements from the different sensors are
transmitted from the rotating part into the stationary one by a system of antennas. The receiver features two
antennas in order to avoid transmission deficiencies due to electromagnetic shadows. The data are recorded in
DAT or CD-ROM and taken to be analyzed in these supports.
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3.7. The role of new generation software and hardware for
instrumentation.
The idea that monitoring tasks are mainly computers based must be clear
in the reader's mind at this point. Some Hardware and Software developers have
taken advantage of the possibilities offered by computers to design the so called
virtual instrumentation applications.
These applications are basically configured by a software package,
acquisition cards and several instruments drivers. Therefore you can transform
your computer in a virtual ¡nstrument able to read, control or analyze almost all
sensors, actuators or groups of them by programming a specific application.
These products uses the capacity of new visual programming such as
Visual C++', Visual BASIC1. Even there are firms which have developed specific
programming languages, this is the case of National Instruments® and its product
LabView*. Adaptations for already existing commercial programs as Microsoft
Excel", which can be converted into acquisition tools, exist as well.
These virtual tools, also include powerful capability for mathematics
analysis so that one can built analysis applications with them.

Figure 22. National instrumenf philosophy.

performance

Unir
Undpr Test

"s^

Following its philosophy reduced down in the sentence 'The Software ¡s the Instrument" National
¡nstrument proposes the previous pattern. The benefits of these configurations are showed in the small graph.
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Figure 23. Virtual instrument for power measurement.
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The picture shows a graphic interface of an acquisition appiication for eiectric power output analysis.
These tailored appücations require time during their development but they are completely adaptable to needs.

3.8. Measurement chain calibration.
The measurement chain can be splited up in two parts from calibration
point of view. First of them is sensor calibration, which requires specific facilities
depending on the type of sensor one wants to calíbrate, and second one remain
of the chain.
This second part must be calibrated by using a simulation of the sensor's
response (Frequency, current intensity, gray code, etc.) with the real signal
range.
There are some aspects one should specially care:
o Linearity of the measurement chain.
® Range of measurement chain.
® Dynamic effects in the electronics.
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4. Wind measurements relaíed to parameters from
wind turbine.
Wind is the main driver factor on wind turbines. Therefore one will need to
have wind measures related to the ones from the wind turbine. Some
considerations must be observed.
® Synchronism between wind measures acquisition and wind turbine
parameters acquisition.
e Sampling rate of both kind of parameters.
Wind measurements to be used in monitoring of wind turbines have to
feature high level (Le. accuracy and quality in general).
Wind measures are usually taken by using a meteorological mast whose
relative position in relation to the wind turbine must be cared for, considering
different aspects as:
«»
©
o
®

Wakes of other wind turbines.
Wakes of obstacles such as buildings, trees etc.
Slopes.(Topography).
Situation and dimensión of booms that support sensors.

It is supposed that sensors on meteorological mast are experiencing
undisturbed wind at machine location, in general hub height. Therefore one must
avoid any effect which impedes this assumption to be complied. (Such as
described ones).
The fact that met. mast's sensors measure undisturbed wind
characteristics at machine is difficulty true in case of complex terrain where
topography complexity leads the wind to strongly vary between met. mast and
wind turbine locations. In this case site calibration is recommendable. This is, a
met. mast should be erected in future machine place to establish correlation
between wind measures at met. mast and wind turbine posítions.
Some computational simulations of wind evolution over the terrain could
be useful, though some existing ones don't generally give good results for
inhomogeñeous sites. Turbulent models such as k-e ones are required for a
proper numerical treatment.
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Figure 24. Position of met. mast in relation to wind turbine.

Figure 24a. Measurement sector.
>4L and <8L:
Slope<10%
Variations<0.25D
>2L and <4L:
Slope<5%
Variations<0.15D

meteorological mast at distance 1L.

<2L:
Slope<3%
Variations<0.08D

WTGS

2L and <4L:
Slope <10%

meteorology mast at 4D
Distance of meteorology
mast to WTGS between
2D and 4D; 2,5 D ¡s
recommended.
Windx
Máximum measurement sector
2579 at 2D
267S at 2.5D
2869 at 4D

Figure 24b. Disturbed sector due
to wake of WTGS on meteorology
mast;
sectors
taken
from
MEASNET recommendation.
103 B at2D.
935 at 2.5D.
74B at 4D.

Figure 24c. Aliowed Máximum slopes by
MEASNET recommendations around the
machine. If greater slopes exist site
calibration must be appüed. A factor 4 has
been applied to vertical scale.

This recommendation is useful to avoid disturbances ¡n case of fíat terrain. In case of complex terrain
experimental site calibration or computational calibration (care must be paid) appear as a solution
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Figure 25. Site calibration.
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Figure 25a. Experimental calibration, expensive but the safest method
to know the undisturbed wind, actually experienced, by wind turbine.

Figure 25b. Computational caübration is useful but needs sophisticated
models ¡ncluding turbulence theories such as 3D-k-e ones

4.1. Wind sensors, pressure and temperature transducers.
Typical wind sensors are:

Table 5. Wind sensors.

PRECISIÓN

COST

SAMPLING RATE

PERFORMANCES

WIND SPEED
CUP ANEMOMETER

LOW-HIGH

MÉDIUM

LOW

SONIC ANEMOMETER

LOW-HIGH

HIGH-VERY
HIGH

HIGH

Horizontal component
only.
Sensible to dynamic
effects such as
overspeeding.
Three components. Not
affected by dynamic
effects
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HOT WIRE

VERYHIGH

VERY HIGH

HIGH

Three components. Not
affeoted by dynamic
effects

WIND DIRECTION
VANE

MÉDIUM

MÉDIUM

LOW

SONIC ANEMOMETER

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HOT WIRE

VERYHIGH

VERY HIGH

HIGH

Affected by dynamic
effects
Not affected by dynamic
effects
Not affected by dynamic
effects

HIGH

LOW

HIGH

LOW
MÉDIUM
MÉDIUM

HIGH

TEMPERATURE
THERMOCOUPLE
PRESSURE
BAROMETER
PRECIPITARON
HUMIDiTY

HIGH
HiGH
HIGH

i
I

Usual deployments consist in a meteorological tower with cup
anemometers at different heights (Hub and others), one or more vanes (one at
hub height) temperature and pressure transducers cióse to hub height.
Research configurations may defer from this basic one. Some patterns
are presented following.

Figure 27. Research configuration 1.

M.M1

The pattern in the previous figure shows two towers featuring cup and sonic anemometers, vanes,
temperature, pressure and precipitation sensors. Two towers allow one to capture wind space coherence.
(CIEMAT-Ecotecnia).
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Figure 28. Research configuration 2.

M.M1

M.M2

W.T
M.M3I

•

The pattern in the previous figure aliows to map an área before the rotor, with three towers featuring
cup and sonic anemometers, vanes, temperature, pressure and precipitation sensors.

Anemometers and vanes can be mounted on nacelle as well. Though
care must be paid since aerodynamic interference from blades and nacelle is
likely to occur. They are generally used for control task of the machine.
Nowadays the possibly of their usage in assessment or research monitoring is
being tested.

Figure 29. Nacelle mounted anemometer.

Rotor plañe

Nacelle

Nacelle mounted anemometers pose the problem of aerodynamlc ¡nterference from blades and
nacelle itself.
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4.2. Calibration of wind sensors.
Wind sensor are likely to need two types of calibration. Vanes, for
example only need a mechanical-electronic process, whereas temperature and,
pressure transducers and anemometers, for instance will need special
procedures. The most important case is anemometer one, since it requires a
wind tunnel to carry out ¡ts calibration.
Anemometer usually requires three calibrations for each test, first and last
ones in wind tunnel and the second, by using a calibrated sensor, in field. These
calibrations are required in order to assess possible changes in sensor response
(valúes and accuracy).

Figure 30. Anemometer calibration.
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Three calibrations of the anemometer are recommended in each test it is used.
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5. Loads.
Loads are, beyond any doubt, the most difficult variables to be measured.
There are many conditions to be taken into account in order to reach a good
quality of data, also the measurement chain ¡s the most complicated in this case.
Phenomena such as problems with calibration, effects of temperature, effects of
static charge etc appear. All these and other general considerations are following
explained.
Different effects provoke loads on the wind turbine. Aerodynamic forces,
inertial and structural ones are the main ones.
The knowledge of the load level of the wind turbine, allows us to assess
the design of the machine, the effects of different parameters and check the real
life time of the wind turbine in the specific conditions of operation.
Figure 31. Field test avoids fatal incidents. Collar Mangle.
Aerodynamics

Structure
Inertia

Knowledge of the real loads on prototypes whlch are affecting the wind turbine avoids catastrophic
results as the one shown in the previous picture.
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5.1. Reference systems.
There are many actions to be measured in the wind turbine, so that we
include the following axis criteria to rnake the definition of each load easier.
Figure 32. Axis definitions used in Loads' analysis.

Chord line 0.7R

Xh

Figure 32.a. Blade coordínate system.

Figure 32.b. Hub coordínate system.

+Zti

o,
Figure 32.a Nacelle coordenate system.

xt

Figure 32.d. Tower coordínate system.

There are altemative axis' definitíons but the previous ones are recommended.
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5.1.1. Tower Coordínate System. (Ot-xt,yt,Zt)
The TCS is fixed to tower.
ORIGIN: Center of tower base cross section.
Zt-axis: Coincident with tower axis and pointing at -g direction.
yt-axis: Geometry dependent. forming a right hand defined
reference system.
Xt-axis: Geometry dependent. In case of circular cross section
towers is useful to make it be coincident with predicted
prevailing wind direction.

5.1.2. Nacelle Coordínate System. (Og-Xg,yg,Zg)
The NCS is fixed to the nacelle and right hand defined.
®
©
®
»

ORIGIN: Intersection of shaft axis and tower axis.
Zg-axis: Forming a right hand defined system.
yg-axis: Orthogonal to xg and forming an angle (3 with yt.
Xg-axis: Forming an angle xg with plañe xt-yt.

5.1.3. Hub Coordínate System. (Oh-xh,yh,zh)
The HCS is fixed to hub and right hand defined.
<» ORIGIN: Intersection of a characteristic line of the blade (see
5.1.4) and low speed shaft.
«> zh-axis: Forming a right hand defined system..
® yh-axis: Orthogonal to xh and forming an angle 6h with yg.
• xh-axis: Forming an angle xh the xt-yt plañe.

5.1.4. Blade Coordínate System. (Ob-Xb,yb,zb)
The BCS is fixed to blade and right hand defined.
o
o
o
«>

ORIGIN: Center of the intersection blade-hub.
zb-axis:Forming a right hand system.
yb-axis: Orthogonal to xb and forming an angle ?cb. with yh.
xb-axis: Forming an angle yb with plañe xh-ytv
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Figure 32-bis. Transformations between reference systems.

Xg

-4-

o.

Xh

Where:
(3: Is the yaw angle of the nacelle that determines the angular position of the
nacelle within its rotation plañe..
T9: Is the tilt angle of the nacelle related to horizontal plañe that determines the
inclination of the nacelle related to the horizontal plañe..
xh: Is the tilt angle of the rotor plañe related to nacelle which determines the
inclination of the low speed shaft related to the main frame of the nacelle.
6h: Is the acimut of the rotor that defines the angular position of the blade in a a
plañe orthogonal to low speed shaft.
Xb: Is the lag angle of the blade.
yb: Is the cone angle of the rotor formed by the pitching axis for pitch controlled
machine or with line VA of aerodynamic profiles for stal! regulated wind turbines
and a plañe orthogonal to low speed shaft.
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Loads can be expressed in different reference systems. Main loads and
common reference systems, used in each case are following presented.

5.2. Flapwise bending moment.
* LOCATION: Blade. (Root generally).
* UNITS: kNm. (Normally).
* AXIS: Normally expressed in HCS.

MF(t)=MF(t)

Figure 33. Intuitive representaron of
Flapwise bending moment at root blade

5.3. Edgewise bending moment.
^T7

• LOCATION: Blade. (Root generally).
• UNITS: kNm. (Normally).
• AXIS: Normally expressed in HCS.

MM)=MM)
Figure 34. Intuitive representation of
Edgewise bending moment at root blade

5.4. Main shaft bending and torsional moments.
o LOCATION: Main shaft.
o UNITS: kNm. (normally).
o AXIS: Normally expressed in HCS or NCS.

MBy(t) = MB>\t)

•Jh

MB:(t) =

•k,.

MT(t)=MT(t)

Figure 35. Intuitive representation of Shaft
bending and torsional moments.

•l,.
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5.5. Tower bending and torsional moments.
® LOCATION: Tower (¡nner side), top and bottom
for bending moments ant top for torsional moment.
o UNiTS: kNm. (Normally).
o AXIS: Normally expressed in TCS.

1

Bx '

f 1.2,

MT

•J,

MT(t)=

\

MT(t) •k.

Figure 36. Intuitive representation of Shafí
bending and torsional moments.

5.6. Nacelle main frame. Different loads.
(Bending, torsional moments
and hot spot strain points).
© LOCATION: Depending on case.
® UNITS: kNm for moments, kN for
forces even microstrain for hot spots. (Plasticity criteria).
© AXIS: Normally expressed in NCS.
Strairrát spe

MBx(t) =
MBy{t) =

•]„

•k..

Figure 37. Intuitive representation of loads
on main trame of nacelle.

A proper definition of the axis where the loads are expressed reduces the possibilities of
misunderstanding when analyzing data.
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Micro-strains at specific point are represented as their own valué.
Within the different components where load are measured one can
outline blades, hub, shafts of power train, tower or main frame of nacelle, but
other special part of the structure such as brakes joints for example can be
measured. Each of these parts require special consideration when defining the
test.

5.7. Vibrations.
Vibrations are usually measured in field test. The machine itself needs to
know the level of vibrations to its control strategy. General monitoring task
includes vibration measure as well. These measures are, normally, taken from
nacelle main frame and they give a valuable information upon its own vibration
and characteristics of tower motion.
Vibration response ¡s normally stored as accelerations, though responses
as velocity and displacement are also available.

«v(0

—
•j,.

i^^ay

Figure 38. Intuitive representation of
acceleration on main frame of nacelle.

5.8. General strain field.
Several cases of loads on components have been mentioned. Sometimes
we can be interested in knowing the general strain field in a component or a part
of the wind turbine we are monitoring. There are many available technical
procedures two carry out these task and they will be following mentioned.
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5.9. Damage detection.
Damage detection is an important branch of load field test. One has to be
able to detect damage in the structure, analyze it and even forecast ¡ts evolution.
Defects which exist before first operation of machine shouid be checked
during manufacturing quality control of the components. Anyway, measures to
find defects during operation are quite similar to ones in the previous case.
Defects are usually different kinds of cracks, for ¡nstance ones that
appear in metallic welding or delamination in composites.
Damage detection is nowadays a separated phase from rest of
monitoring task, but in the near future one will be able to measure the defect
level at the same time the machine is operating and other measures are being
stored. Even wind turbine's control could use this additional information as inputs
for its strategy.

5.10. Available methods for load measuring.
There are several methods to measure loads. Most of them are based on
the knowledge of the strains generated by them on the specimen (Strain
gauges), others directly measure loads (Load cells) or different characteristics of
the component's movement such as displacement speed or acceleration.
(accelerometers).
Other procedures exist but they are not so extended as the previously
mentioned ones.
Nowadays other transducers such as piezoelectric or optic fibers ones
(both of them measure generated strain on the components) are being
developed and they are likely to domain these tasks in few years.
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Table 6. Strain measure methods.

A

METHOD

APPLICATION

Eléctrica! resistance
foil strain gauge

Stattc ancf dynamic
testing for both service
and residual stresses.

PhotoStress"
(photoloelastic
coating)

Similar to foii strain
gauge.

ADVANTAGES
Reiatíveiy inexpensive
and easy to appty.
Remote data coliectíon.
Used over wide
temperature range.
Full-fieid analysis of
both static and dynamic
strains on most any
material.

Mostly dynamic testing
and measurement of
low strains

High gauge factor. (High
output).

Static and dynamic
testing up to 1000 SC.

High temperature
testing.

The only practical
experimental test
method for complete 3D stress analysis.

Full-field analysis of
both surfaces and
interior stresses.
No reinforcement. High
temperature
applications.

Holography

Strain and deformation
analysis mostly of fíat
surfaces.
2-D strain and
deformation analysis.

Thermal emission
(Spate)

Strain analysis under
dynamic conditions.

Semiconductor strain
gauge (piezoresistive).
High temperature
strain gauge (resistive
or capacitive)
3-D Photoelasticity
(stress freezing)

B
Moiré

D1SADVANTAGES
(COMMENTS)
Averages strain under
grid. "Point
measurement" only.
Must nave visual
access. Limited
temperature range.
More work than strain
gauges.
Sensitive to
temperature. Expensive
and more difficult to use
than
Expensive and more
difficult to use than foil
gauges. Less accurate.
Complex. Timeconsuming.
Mostly lab testing.
Sensitive to motion.

Full-field analysis. No
reinforcement. Non
contacting.

Lab testing only.
Expensive. Complex
Sensitive to motion.
Test part must be
vibrated. Very
expensive. Measures

Non contacting.

Expensive. Mostly
limited to lab testing.

Non-contacting.

Ox+Oy.

X-Ray

Brittle iacquer

Measures surface
strains. Mostly used for
residual stress analysis.
Determination of strain
distribution. Proof
testing.

Very inexpensive.
No instrumentation.

2-D rnodet anaiysis.
Mostly síatic testing.
Preliminary design
study.

Fuli-field anaiysis.
Accurate, simpie, and
fast. .

C
2-D Photoelasticity.

Limited information and
accuracy. Mostiy
qualitaüve. very
sensitive to temperature
and humidity.
Piane stress only. Can't
simúlate
nonhomogeneous
materials. (Simuiates
geometry onfy).

A. Widest range of applications and measurement information.
B. Limited to specialized measurement applications.
C. Generates only partial information.
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5.10.1. Location of sensors. General considerations.
Location of sensors depends on the specific conditions of the test (l.e.
type of sensors), but some general consideration may be observed.
o Space enough to fix the sensors
o Avoid places with a known low strain level (This is usually a problem
when one measures in steel made hubs).
«> Structurally important part.
e Región with uniform stress. (When action in different axis are
combined in a determined location, results given by the sensor are not
easily interpretable in this case some model are required).
• The location allows temperature compensation (mainly ¡n case of strain
• gauges).
® Material with uniform properties (Mainly strain gauges).
® Material which permits the fixing of the sensors. (mainly strain
gauges).

5.11. Sírain gauges.
Strain gauges is the mainly used transducer in load monitoring. This type
of transducer measures loads as structure's strains so that a conversión into load
is necessary.
The phenomenon behind this sensor is the change in electric resistance
of a conductor when its length changes. Therefore if we completely fix one of this
conductors to the specimen under strain we will be able to obtain a measure of
this strain by using the proper technical procedure.
Strain gauges are basically conductors, but with special patterns,
compositions and configurations in general. The change of sensor resistance
when the specimen is being testing is converted into current intensity or voltage
level using a Wheastone bridge.

L
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Where:
R: Is the resistance of a generic conductor.
p: Is the resistivity of the strain gauge material.
A: Is the cross section of the conductor.
AL: Is the absolute change in the conductor/specimen length.
RG: Is the rated resistance of the strain gauge.
K: Is the strain gauge factor, which depends on the characteristics of the strain
gauge.

The basic Wheastone bridge configuration to measure strains is as
follows.

Figure 40. Basic Wheastone bridge configuration.

R4

Ri=f(e)

R

This is the simplest configuration for a Wheatstone bridge oriented to measure strain. In this case
only one of the resistors which built the bridge is variable (quarter bridge pattern) but the configuration may be
complicated depending on our objective.
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Where:
Ri=f(e): Is our strain gauge.
R¡ (i*1): Are resistors to configure the Wheatstone bridge.
e0: Is a voltage level containing information of the measure.
E: Is the power supply.

The key equation that controls the bridge is as follows.

E

4

Ai?,

Ai?2

i?,

R2

Ai?, Ai?4

In a Wheatstone bridge one, two or four resistors can be variables (strain
gauges) these are quarter, half or full bridge configurations.

Figure 41. Patterns of Wheatstone bridges considering the actíons
to be mearsure can be as follows.
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Where:
e¡: Are strain gauges (variables resistors).
RK: Are fixed resistors to complete the Wheatstone bridge.
T: Temperature effect.
F: Mechanical effect.
Mb¡: Bending moment (i=x,y) in two directions.
Mt: Torsional moment.
As has been seen there are many configurations for Wheatstone bridge.
depending on the kind of load we want to measure but also certain effects that
we need to correct forcé us to choose a specific kind of configuration.

5.11.1. Strain gauge selecíion and general considerations.
Many aspects have to do with the strain gauge selection these are related
to the test material, test environment and the gauge itself.
©
®
o
®
®
©

Gauge alloy.
Backing.
Resistance.
Size.
Pattern.
STC number

Table 7. Selection of strain gauges.

Gauge
property

Dependence on
Test configuration (Load to be
measure)

Test material

Test environment

Gauge it self

Gauge alloy
Backing
Resistance
Size
Pattern
STC number
Influence
No ¡nfluence

Following considerations are enclosed as a general guidance to strain
gauge selection and location.
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Location: Spots with high global strain and qualitatively well known
strain íield.
Gauge size:
Big enough to permit its handle.
Big enough to avoid local fault effects.
Big enough to permit proper power dissipation. (Specially
composites)

© Gauge material: Directly related to the S.T.C. number which is
selected by considering the material of the specimen. The philosophy
behind this is that both materials (gauge and specimen must have
similar thermal expansión coefficient).
© Gauges resistance:
High resistance gauges have better response to noise and
they need less power to be feeded as well. Also they
behave more properly in relation to power dissipation
(Composites).

Gauge máximum elongation: Attention must be paid to this fact since
one is likely to fix strain gauges on a specimen which presents high
strain level such as composite components (Blades).
Glue and bounding procedure. The used glue must guarantee the
quality of the bounding during the whole test period.
Epoxy based, (Heat or cold cured). Best quality of the
bounding. They are specially indicated to bound gauges on
non uniform surfaces (defects) and for long period test.
They need preparation and sometimes complex and long
curing time (Even heat).
Cvanid-acrvlate. Specially indicated when bounding short
time is required and the surface is uniform. Anyway they
are extensively used in wind turbine applications.
Also when strain gauges are to be fixed we have to follow
the procedure given by the manufacturer of the sensors.
Criteria related to the cleaning and preparation of the
surface of the component to be measured (mechanicalchemical cleaning depend on the type of material).
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Removing superficial layers (Gel Coats (composites)
metallic covers) and avoiding locations with local voids to
permit the sensor to properly contact with the actual
structural material is a must.

Gauge protections. The gauges (metallic part) usually include baking.
This protective cover is not enough to preserve sensor's integrity since
the field test condition are likely to be pretty hard. Therefore protective
extra covers are required. Suppliers provide with special products to do
this.
Cabling: Special cabling are recommended (Low noise level) Cover
does not permit to look the pattern of connections, and this is usually
quite complex thus a proper identification of each lead, by using color
or a special code (letters or number) is a must.
Gauge pattern: Manufactures of gauges offer hundreds of pattems.
We have to choose one of them depending on the specific test and
other considerations such as transversal sensitivity or usage of
temperature compensation configuration. Market includes options with
pre-built pattems for example rosettes which include three gauges or T
and parallel configuration which include two gauges all of them on the
same piece of baking. These options facilítate the handle of sensors
and guarantee a proper alignment between them.
Figure 42. Different pattems for strain gauges.

I

T

3A
{3 or 4 tabst

I/

Market offers several pattems, sizes and configurations. Rosette for 2D strain field, T, parallel and
459 configurations (used for 2d strain field determination, temperature compensation, bending moment
measure and torsión moment measure respectively). A sensor to measure pressure is shown as well as
additional ¡nformation.
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One can find pre-wired configurations, this ¡s, sensors with already
welded cables. This is a great advantage since welding task can damage
surfaces of sensitive material such as composites. Anyway this facilitates
installation of sensors.

Figure 43. Process of fixing a strain gauge.

After cloanint thf Í applitation are,) vv Ih M-r rep cle,Hitng materia h. insl illdlion ot
wilh M-Boncl
the s.twiii f,
200 is üsí id s imple, as
shown hert

l\\\\.."
M-Coat A — < ,ení>raí-p»rpmp "transparent" protcctive coatíng.

— Micfocrysialline wax protecttve

RccoRtmendcd protcctivc coatíng svstem for
gage ÜBlaltaüorii whích musí DfXírjte ¡>ubmctgnri
in water íor íong periods of íime.
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5.11.2. The special case of composites.
Composites present certain problems related to their special structure.
These are:

Anisotropy: The material does not equally behave in two different
directions so we should take care about transversal sensitivity and
temperature compensation by using an "inactive" gauge (Tconfiguration). Also this effect may lead to problems at calibration
phase as well. Finally it has influence in selection of gauge size since
the surface of these materials is not homogeneous, so that, if sensor is
not large enough we could be including local stress effects.
Power dissipation. This kind of materials presents a low power
dissipation capacity, so care must be taken with the size, resistance,
baking and isolation system choice.
Static charge. These materials are highly susceptible to accumulate
Static charge when rotating, thus the quality of data or even the
integrity of the sensor may result damaged, unless one applies
shielding and earthing.
Voids in the matrix: Special attention must be paid to voids in the
matrix which can mean a bad bounding of the gauge or even the
inclusión of local stress effects.
Máximum elongation. (Already mentioned).
Welding of wires: This can damage the surface (burning) of
composites so pre-wired configuration are strongly recommended.
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5.11.3. Very best gauge configuration for specific components of
wind turbine.
5.11.3.1. Blade.
LOAD TO BE MEASURED: Flapwise and Edgewise bending
moments.
LOCATION: Usually in the root. better in the inner part of the
structure (protective criteria) in the cylindrical zone of the blade
(quite well known strain field).
BRIDGE: Full bridge (Accuracy) 6 wires configuration (Avoiding
problems related to feeding decay at sensor)
GAUGE PATTERN: Parallel rosette to configure each half bridge.
(T-rossetes' use, aimed to permit temperature compensation
implies problems since, when dealing with composites, one can
not guarantee similar behaviors of the material in relation to
thermal expansión or mechanical strain in two different directions.
Figure 44. Measuring loads on blades
Rotor plañe for stall controlled machine or plañe containing the
70% profile chord and ortogonal to the machine's simetry plañe
for picth controlled wind turbines.

A'
The normal configuration to measure Flapwise and Edgewise bending moment in a blade root is
shown. Other patterns can be used, for ¡nstance in modal response determination, including strain gauges
along side the whole span of the blade. A and A' configure the bridge to measure Edgewise bending moment
whereas B and B" configure the one to measure Flapwise bending moment. The very best pattern for gauges
location is shown. If deviations exists they must be accurately referred.
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5.11.3.2. Main shaft.
LOAD TO BE MEASURED: Bending moments in two orthogonal
axis and torsional moment.
LOCATION: Usually in the middie of the shaft (In order to
guarantee a well known strain field (qualitatively)).
BRIDGE: Full bridge (Accuracy) 6 wires configuration (Avoiding
problems related to feeding decay at sensor)
GAUGE PATTERN: 45g rosette to configure each half bridge for
torsional moment, similar configuration to blades for bending
moment measurement. Self temperature compensation.

Figure 45. Measuring torsional moments on a shaft.

T and T" configure the full bridge to measure torsional moment. A-A' and B-B' configure the bridges
to measure bending moments in two orthogonal axis.
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5.11.3.3. Tower.
LOAD TO BE MEASURED: Bending moments in two orthogonal
directions (one of them, supposed prevailing wind direction) at
two locations top and base of the tower (aimed to determine thrust
upon the wind turbine) and torsional moment.
LOCATION: Top and Base for bending moments and top of the
tower for torsional moment.
BRIDGE: Full bridge (Accuracy) 6 wires configuration (Avoiding
problems related to feeding decay at sensor)
GAUGE PATTERN: 45e rosettes to configure each half bridge for
torsional moment, T-rosettes to configure each half bridge for
bending moment with the objective of avoiding temperature effects
and to reach a good temperature compensation. Self
compensated sensors are also recommendable.

Figure 46. Strain gauges for tower measurement.

Prevailing wind direction.

The figure shows an usual strain gauge deployment for tower's loads measurement. A-A', B-ET, C-C
and D-D' configure full bridges for bending moments measurement. E-E' is the full bridge to measure torsional
moment.
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5.11.3.4. Frame of the nacelle.
LOAD TO BE MEASURED: General stress field determination or
analysis on special points.
LOCATION: Varied.
BRIDGE: 6 wires configuration (Avoiding problems related to
feeding decay at sensor) and different configuration mostly full
bridge.
GAUGE PATTERN: 2D, T-pattem, 45Q pattern or normal rosettes,
depending on the effect to be characterized. Self compensated
sensors are also recommendable.

Other locations of the structure can be measured if specific analysis is
required for blade, hub, gear box mountings brake mountings etc.

5.11.4. Effecí of temperature.
Temperature provokes strain on the specimen without load applied.
Therefore we have to be able to detect and avoid this effects. We have two
possibilities.
To ¡Ilústrate the first one imagine that we want to measure a longitudinal
strain by using quarter bridge configuration (one strain gauge). The strain gauge
will be sensitive to the variations of length due to loads as well as ones due to
changes in temperature. If we fix a strain gauge on a piece of material equal to
the one the specimen is made from, but not under loads, both sensors will
experience the same temperature effects. If we put the sensor in contiguous
sides of the bridge these effects will be canceled.
The second option avoids the use of an accessory strain gauge for
temperature compensation by taking advance of the characteristics of certain
alloys which are able to remain their length when temperature changes within
certain range, is the so called Self-Temperature-Compensation (S.T.C). The
characteristic of the gauge in relation to this phenomena is the so called STC
number. The following graph shows the evolution of the sensor strain versus
temperature.
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Figure 47. Philosophy behind Self Compensation Phenomenon
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5.11.5. Power supply, its loss due to cabling length, interference, drift
of zero and noise.
There are two valid ways of excitation in wind turbine applications.
® Direct current.
•> Carrier frequency.

Table 8. Excitation of a bridge.
RELAT1VE PERFORMANCE.
DYNAMIC RESPONSE.
HIGH FREQ. CUT-OFF.
ZEROPOINT STABILITY (THERMAL)*.
SENSITIVITY STABILITY (THERMAL.}.
FOR WIND TURBINE APPÜCATION.

DC
GOOD
EXCELLENT
POOR
POOR
¡
GOOD

EXCSTATION
CF 600 Hz
POOR
POOR
GOOD
POOR
POOR

CF 5 kHz
FAiR
FAIR
FAIR
POOR
FAIR

(*) Drift of zero due to temperature effect is a problem which affects all
electronic systems measurement oriented. It also affects strain gauges. Periodic
checking of zero level is required.
Distance between the strain gauges and the power supply may be very
large in real test. It leads that the feeding voltage at the sensor is very different
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indeed respect to the rated one at the power supply device. The 6-wire full-bridge
configuration appears here as the solution for this phenomenon. This permits to
measure and correct the level of voltage which is actually arriving at the sensors.

Figure 48. 6-wire fulI bridge configuration.
Sense line

Vsup:

e0

oVmeasured

Sense line
6-wire fuli-bridge configuration avoid the problem of power supply decay at the sensors. Full bridge
pattem provides the best accuracy (Better that quarter and half-bridge).

Table 9. Interference over signal transfer by power excitation Unes of the bridge.

COMMON MODE VOLTAGE DUE TO ELECTRIC
TRANSMISSfON
DIFFERENTIAL MODE VOLTAGE DUE TO MAGNETO
TRANSM1SSION
PULSE VOLTAGE FROM POWER SUPPLY AND/OR FROM
POWER LINE
EXTERNAL NOISE
THERMO ELECTRfC VOLTAGE

DC
MINOR
INFLUENCE
INTERFERENCE
HIGH
INTERFERENCE
INFLUENCE
INFLUENCE

CF
MINOR
INFLUENCE
MiNOR
INFLUENCE
MINOR
INFLUENCE
MINOR
INFLUENCE
NO INFLUENCE
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Tabíe 10. Noise reception.

PROBLEM
DIFFERENTIAL MODE DISTORTION
COMMON MODE DISTORTION

ELECTRICAL FIELDS

SOLUTÍON
TWISTINGOFTHELEADS
SHIELDING THE LEADS AND GROUNDING THE
SHIELD AND PUTTiNG THE LEAD IN THE CÓRNER
OF STEEL PROFILES BELONGING TO THE
CONSTRUCTION
SHIELDING THE LEADS AND GROUNDING THE
SHIELD ON ONE SIDE

5.11.6. Calibration of strain gauges.
As has been explained strain gauges measure strains in the specimen.
Therefore we need to obtain the factors that convert these strain valúes into
engineering ones such as Nm or N for moments or forces.
These factors can be calculated in very few cases by using simple
structure theories, for instance when the specimen to be analyzed presents an
easy shape, this is the case of a cylinder (Tower). In general structures in wind
turbine are so complex that a simple theoretical analysis is not enough to
calcúlate these valúes. Thus an experimental calculation is required.
There are some considerations to be observed at this point. In general
experimental calibration is undertaken by appiying known static loads, therefore
one must make sure that no other kind of loads such as aerodynamic or dynamic
ones are affecting the structure. Also methods without application of "artificial"
loads to the structure exists.
Other method consists in taking advantage of the weight of different
components when there is not wind and to use it as calibrating load.
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Figure 49. Strain gauges calibration by using known external applied forces.

Figure 49a. Calibration of
strain gauges
for Flapwise bending moment
at blade root.

Figure 49b. Calibration of
strain gauges for
Edge wise bending moment
at blade root.

Figure 49c. Calibration of
strain gauges
for bending moment at tower base.
(Two options)

Calibrating strain gauges by applying well known forces is the most expensive one but one can not
assure the complete validity of calibration results.

5.11.7. Cross sensitivity and some solufions.
When several strain gauges are fixed on a structure to measure certain
number of loads, one can find the relation between electric measures (voltage
output of each gauge) and microstrains valúes as a linear function, or at least it
should be ¡n this way.

Where:
e¡: Are N microstrains magnitudes we are interested in them.
Oi¡: Is a matrix whose elements are the relation between microstrains and voltage
levéis. This matrix contains electric factors. It is not necessary squared.
e{. Are voltage levéis from each gauge.
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Once we have the wanted microstrains valúes corresponding to each
gauge, we can find microstrains in interesting directions by applying rosettes
relations, see figure 50, or misalignment (occurred at fixing) corrections. The
relationships between these interesting-microstrains and engineering units such
as kNm or kN (loads) are supposed to form an other linear function as follows:

Lk=Ck¡-£¡
Where:
Lk: Are the different wanted loads (Flapwise bending moment, Edgewise bending
moments, shaft torsional moment etc..)
Ck¡: Is the matrix of calibration coefficients.

e.+e-,
(£,-£,)
£1

£2

e3

Figure 50. A typical rosette equation. Strain gauge directly gives us Ei E2 £3 but directions p or q can
be the ones related to the wanted load so that we will have to apply the equations to obtain ep or Eq.

Once we have microstrains valúes in proper directions, matrix Ckj is
applied. Since maximized gauge sensibility for one direction is wanted, the very
best condition for this matrix would be that all the valúes out all the trace were
zero. It means that the bridge to measure Edgewise bending moment is only
sensitive to this load.
When the condition C¡j=O V i*j is not complied, cross effects are taking
place. Therefore sensors are measuring a load they are targeted to and others
as well.
This phenomenon occurs always. It does not matter the calibration
procedure one uses since all previous methods are affected by cross sensitivity
problems, specially due to the fact that structures. shapes are complex,
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anisotropy (composites) or the used loads set (artificial) duríng calibration is
completely different to the one in operation.
In order to ¡Ilústrate this effect next FEM. model has been enclosed and
commented.
A calibration process of a structure (very simplified blade) has been
simulated by ANSYS.

Figure 51. Considered loads in FEM model.

Secíion

x

Control point

Table 11. Comparíson between results.
FLAP
LAG

REAL
100
100

CALCULATED BY SIMULATED CALIBRATION
27%
251%

FEM models are an aid to correct experimental coefficients of calibration,
eliminating cross effects, as well as to find the very best points to fix strain
gauges.
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5.12. Sampling rate selection for loads.
General considerations, already explained, upon sampling rate selection
are here applicable. Some additional aspects must be observed depending on
the kind of analysis.
Therefore Sampling Theorem is valid is this case so that if the highest
¡nteresting frequency is F, sampling rate should be at least 2F being removed
frequency greater than F. This criterion is specially useful when data (time
series) are going to be used in Frequency Domain Analysis (FourierTransforms).
If data are to be used for fatigue analysis to apply a sampling frequency
about 10 times higher than largest interesting frequency is recommended.
Anyway the idea is that if one samples with a frequency F, is only able to
properly capture effects up to F/2 Hz. In this case, filtering frequencies greeter
than F is necessary. Sampling frequencies about 25Hz-40Hz are normal.

5.13. Additional variables to be recorded in load monitoring
Additional variables from the wind turbine and environment must be
recorded for a proper load acquisition.
Table 12. Additional variables.
VARIABLE

Wind speed at hub
height
Wind speed at hub+R
height
Wind speed at hub-R
height
Wind speed at nacelle
Wind direction at hub
height
Temperatura (Ambient)

Pressure (Ambient)
Relative humidíty
Precipitation detector
Ice detector
Eléctrica! power
Rotor rotating speed
Piten angle
Nacelle position
Azimutal position of
rotor

IMPORTANCE
LOAD
POWER
MONITORING
MONITORING
M
M
R

A

R

A

R
R

R
M

M

M

M
R
R
R
R
M
M
M
M

M
R
R
R
M
A
A
A
A

COMMENTS

In case of high wind turbines two sensors at
different heights are recommended aimed to
experience atmospheric stability.

For special places.
Specially in case of variable speed
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Wind turbine state

M
M

A
M
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If it exists
Connection, alignments, brake state

MANDATORY
RECOMMENDED
ACCESSORY

6. The near future.
The near future is likely to be characterized by an ¡ncreasing in the
number of variables that we will measure. New parameters from the wind and the
machine will be considered.
The main objective is to characterize as deeply as possible the behavior
of the wind turbine as well as the environment.
New methods for wind and load measurements will be applied. The same
will happen with measurements such as quality of energy.
The concept smart structure is going to change the present philosophy of
wind turbines monitoring in the case of prototype assessment, control of the
machine and research since we will have to consider that structures will be able
to sense loads and react against it by changing their shapes and stiffens. Thus
the measurement system will become a real sensing system with capacity of
reaction. New sensors such as fiber optic and piezoelectrics materials and
actuators such as electro-rheological fluids, piezo or shape memory alloys are
presently making it real in lab.
This new philosophy in complete strain and damage field measurement,
generates such an amount of data that the implementation of new treatments of
information such as neural network ones is necessary. This requires complex
software tools.
The modern monitoring will allow the machine to know and control its own
level of strain, noise and quality of energy as a function of its response and the
environmental conditions.
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